Skyline Pinelodges

Designed with a contemporary feel, the outstanding feature
of this lovely ‘Skyline’ lodge is its spectacular double rooflight,
which floods the living area with natural light. On a clear
night it provides your very own observatory to the stars.
Tall windows maximise the views and large areas of glazing
exploit light and warmth from the sun.
Exceptional levels of insulation mean the lodge is cosy and
comfortable whatever the season.

The open plan living room
features a very pleasant
dining area and a space to
enjoy eating and socialising.

We include a quality oak
dining suite in our furnishing
package along with a
co-ordinating sideboard
and occasional tables.

The beautiful kitchen is designed for ease of use and features integrated appliances and a solid oak
worktop. Its wide galley design means that everything is close at hand and conveniently placed.
We also offer you a choice of cabinets and worktops so that you can create a kitchen to your
own taste.
Adjacent to the kitchen and by the entrance door you’ll find a separate Boot Room with space for
a washing machine, coats and shoes.
A feature bath, separate shower and very stylish tiling in the family bathroom provides a haven for
relaxation and there’s a superb en suite to the master bedroom too. For an extra touch of luxury
you can also choose to have underfloor heating in the bathroom and en suite.
Spacious bedrooms, co-ordinating furniture and walk in wardrobes, in the larger models, make
this lodge equally suitable for holiday rental or as a second home.

2 bedroom, 2 bathroom models
External cladding is durable European larch which will naturally silver and
age over time. Alternatively the cladding can be tinted to a colour of
your choice with a low maintenance stain.
Available with a plasterboard or traditional pine interior, the photos in
this leaflet show our exclusive ‘White Vernis’ knot-free internal timber
cladding, which is available as an optional extra.
34’ x 20’ (10.5 x 6.1m)

40’ x 20’ (12.3 x 6.1m)

3 bedroom, 2 bathroom models

40’ x 20’ (12.3 x 6.1m)

45’ x 20’ (13.8 x 6.1m)

Alternative sizes, including 1 bedroom, 4 bedroom and 22' wide models are available on request.
The environment matters to us. All our timber is from responsibly
managed sources, and energy saving technology such as LED lighting is
used in all our lodges whenever practical.
As soon as you walk into a Skyline lodge you will be conscious of the
quality for which Pinelog is justifiably renowned.
We do not mass produce and each and every lodge is manufactured
with care and attention. This means we can offer a bespoke service and
build in those little changes that make a big difference to you.
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